Introduction
Let M be a (0, 1) matrix. For any set S of columns of M, U(S) will denote the union of the row indices of 1-entries of all columns in S. When S is the singleton set {C}, we abuse the notation by writing U(S) simply as C .
M is called d-separable if for any two distinct d-sets S and S of columns, U(S) = U(S ). M is called d-separable if the restrictions |S| = d and |S | = d above are changed to |S| ≤ d and |S | ≤ d, respectively. Finally, M is called d-disjunct if for any d-set S of columns and any column C not in S, C is not contained in U(S).
These three properties of (0, 1) matrices have been widely studied in the literature of nonadaptive group testing designs (pooling designs), which have applications in DNA screening [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
It has long been known that d-disjunctness implies d-separability which in turn implies d-separability [3, Chapter 2] . Recently, Chen and Hwang [1] found a way to construct a disjunct matrix from a separable matrix to complete the cycle of implications. [1] C not in S, |C \ U(S)| ≥ z. Note that the variable z represents some redundancy for tolerating errors [3] . For z = 1, the error-tolerant version is reduced to the original version.
Theorem 1.1 (Chen and Hwang
Du and Hwang attempted to extend Theorem 1.1 to its error-tolerant version. 
It is easily verified that M 1 is (2; 2)-separable. We now show that adding two rows to M 1 cannot produce a (1; 2)-disjunct matrix.
Let C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 denote the four columns of M 1 . Suppose we set C = C i and S = {C j }, i = j. Then we need two rows each containing C i but not C j . One such row is already provided by M 1 . So we need one (1, 0)-pair in a new row. Since this is required for each pair of (i, j) with i = j, there are 4 × 3 = 12 choices of (i, j) pairs and each such pair needs a (1, 0)-pair in a new row; or equivalently, we need the new rows to provide twelve such (1, 0)-pairs. But one new row can provide at most four (1, 0)-pairs (achieved by a row with two 1-entries and two 0-entries). So two new rows are not sufficient for providing the twelve (1, 0)-pairs required by the (1; 2)-disjunctness property.
In this note we give a correct version of Theorem 1.2, and obtain a more rigorous statement of Theorem 1.1.
Main results

Lemma 2.1 ([3, Lemma 2.1.1]). Suppose M is a d-separable matrix with n columns where d < n; then it is k-separable for every positive integer k ≤ d.
Note that the condition d < n in Lemma 2.1 is necessary as seen from the following example: Let
M 2 is trivially 3-separable. But it is not 2-separable, as the union of any pair of its columns is identical.
We now generalize Lemma 2.1 to an error-tolerant version. 
Lemma 2.2. If a matrix M with n columns is
. By adding at most z/2 rows to M such that each row has a 1-entry at column C and 0-entries at all columns in S, we can obtain |C \ U(S)| ≥ z/2 . Of course, there may exist another pair (C , S ) where C is a column and S is a set of d columns other than C , such that |C \ U(S )| < z/2 in M. Then we break it up by using those z/2 rows in the same fashion. What we need to show is that this procedure is not self-conflicting, i.e., there do not exist two pairs (C, S) and (C , S ) such that |C \ U(S)| < z/2 , yet on the other hand C ∈ S while |C \ U(S )| < z/2 .
Suppose to the contrary that there exist two pairs (C, S) and (C , S ) in M as described above with |S| = |S | = d. Define S 0 = {C } ∪ S ∪ S , S 1 = S 0 \ {C}, and S 2 = S 0 \ {C }. Let s = |S 0 |; then s ≤ 2d + 1 and |S 1 | = |S 2 | = s − 1 ≤ 2d.
Note that S 1 = S 2 , but they have the same cardinality which is less than 2d + 1. We now show the symmetric difference of U(S 1 ) and U(S 2 ) is less than z, thus violating the assumption of (2d; z)-separability.
Since the only column in S 1 but not in S 2 is C and |C \ U(S )| < z/2 , we have
Similarly, we can obtain
Eq. (1) Then M 3 is trivially 4-separable; but it can be easily verified that no row can be added to M 3 to make it 2-disjunct. Similarly, any matrix with 2d columns is trivially (2d; z)-separable and one does not expect that adding z/2 rows to an arbitrary matrix with 2d columns would make it (d; z/2 )-disjunct. To see a specific counter-example, note that M 1 is trivially a (4; 4)-separable matrix; but adding two rows does not make it a (2; 2)-disjunct matrix -it is even not (1; 2)-disjunct as indicated at the end of Section 1. Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that there do not exist two pairs (C, S) and (C , S ) such that |C \ U(S)| < z/2 , yet on the other hand C ∈ S while |C \ U(S )| < z/2 . In fact, the term z/2 can be replaced by any positive integer k which satisfies the symmetric difference of U(S 1 ) and U(S 2 ) is less than z. Therefore, for any k ≤ z/2 , we can obtain a (d; k)-disjunct matrix by adding at most k rows to M in the same fashion.
The following equivalence relation is given in [3] without giving a proof. We now give a proof and use the equivalence relation to obtain a stronger result. 
Lemma 2.6 ([3, Lemma 2.7.5]). A matrix M is (d; z)-separable if and only if it is
This completes the proof.
By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.2, we extend Corollary 2.5 to a stronger version. 
Concluding remarks
The following remarks demonstrate the optimality of our results.
Remark 1.
The constraint k ≤ z/2 in Corollary 2.5 is necessary if we want the number of rows added to be independent of n and d. To see a specific example, consider that M is an (n z/2 ) × n matrix such that each column has z/2 1-entries and any two columns have no intersection. Then, M is (2d; z)-separable. Since every column has only z/2 1-entries, to make M(d; k)-disjunct by adding rows, the rows added must form a (d; k − z/2 )-disjunct submatrix when k > z/2 . In this case, the minimum number of rows required would depend on n, d and k − z/2 . N be a (0, 1) matrix of constant row sum 1 and constant column sum z and let M be obtained from N by adding one zero column. It is easy to verify that M is (2d; z)-separable. Since there is a zero column in M, we cannot obtain from M a (d; k)-disjunct matrix by adding less than k rows. This shows that the bound on the number of additional rows given in Corollary 2.5 is optimal in this sense.
Remark 2. Let
